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Abstract | The proposed essay explores how subverting the superhero narrative allows 
FOX’s Gotham (2014-2019) an opportunity to develop the world of dystopia through 
its characters and themes. This essay will look at how Gotham achieves this dystopia 
through the use of setting, storyline, and character in order to portray two different 
dystopian narratives over the course of the show’s five seasons. With a narrative that 
focuses on villains, Gotham presents a gritty realism to the story which allows it to 
reflect certain cultural fears and anxieties to its audience. The series establishes its 
dystopian landscapes through the use of a capitalist regime that offers an in-depth look 
at the corruption of power and places its storylines as an example of how that regime 
functions within the city of Gotham in order to present a capitalist ideology through its 
characters. This essay will draw parallels from the narrative arcs in Gotham to the 
events of 9/11 and examine how the show uses that iconography to present a dystopia 
that offers a sense of realism. It will conclude by demonstrating the success of Gotham 
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as a dystopia and examine how it presents alternatives to that dystopia within its 
narrative.  
 
Keywords | Gotham; capitalism; dystopia; villains; ideology. 
 



 

Abstracto | El ensayo propuesto explora cómo subvertir la narrativa de superhéroes 
permite a Gotham (2014-2019) de FOX una oportunidad para desarrollar el mundo de 
la distopía a través de sus personajes y temas. Este ensayo analizará cómo Gotham logra 
esta distopía mediante el uso del escenario, la historia y el personaje para retratar dos 
narrativas distópicas diferentes en el transcurso de las cinco temporadas del programa. 
Con una narrativa que se centra en los villanos, Gotham presenta un realismo áspero a 
la historia que le permite reflejar ciertos miedos y ansiedades culturales a su audiencia. 
La serie establece sus paisajes distópicos a través del uso de un régimen capitalista que 
ofrece una mirada en profundidad a la corrupción del poder y coloca sus historias como 
un ejemplo de cómo ese régimen funciona dentro de la ciudad de Gotham para presentar 
una ideología capitalista a través de sus personajes. Este ensayo trazará paralelismos 
entre los arcos narrativos de Gotham y los eventos del 11 de septiembre y examinará 
cómo el programa usa esa iconografía para presentar una distopía que ofrece una 
sensación de realismo. Concluirá demostrando el éxito de Gotham como distopía y 
examinará cómo presenta alternativas a esa distopía dentro de su narrativa. 
 
Palabras-clave | Gotham; capitalismo; distopía; villanos; ideología. 
 



 

Introduction 

In the past ten years superhero television shows and films have become more 

popular. The demands for such stories expanded the genre and saturated the world of 

television and film like never before. In 2013, FOX created a show that would act as a 

prequel to Batman and take place in the fictional city of Gotham where Batman would 

one day prowl around as The Dark Knight (VanDerWerff n.pg). A year later, the first 

season of Gotham (2014-2019) aired on screen. This show tells the story of Detective 

Jim Gordon, played by Ben McKenzie, and how a city is responsible for the creation 

of not only Batman but more importantly the villains he goes up against in his later 

years. This show was produced as a joint venture between FOX and DC Entertainment, 

with Bruno Heller (The Mentalist, 2008-2015 and Rome, 2005-2007) brought in to 

develop and create the series. What sets Gotham apart from the wealth of other 

superhero shows on television today, including others in the DC universe such as Arrow 
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(2012-2020) and Supergirl (2015- ), is that it does not have a leading superhero. 

Gotham has often been called “the superhero show without a superhero” (Dodds n.pg) 

because while the series does feature a very young Bruce Wayne (played by David 

Mazouz), he is not yet Batman. This series seems more content with telling the stories 

of this hero’s villains and expanding on the sprawling world of Gotham City. This 

creative choice is one of the main reasons Gotham stands out amongst the many 

superhero shows on air today and this set up allows it to explore the world of dystopia 

in unique and interesting ways. By exploring how Gotham subverts the conventional 

superhero narrative, it will be argued that the series creates an in-depth dystopia for its 

characters and audience which allows the show to explore specific themes and 

ideologies that reflect upon cultural fears and anxieties of today’s society. This 

discussion will look at how Gotham presents itself as a dystopian world by looking at 

setting, character and storylines in order to understand how the show utilises these to 

create a dystopian landscape for the audience. The discussion will then explore what 

this suggests about the future of the superhero genre as well as what this type of 

dystopia implies about society and the ideological framework it is built upon.  

A dystopia “is a utopia that has gone wrong, or a utopia that functions only for 

a particular segment of society” (Gordin et al. 8). From the very beginning, it is clear 

that something has gone very wrong in Gotham. Jim Gordon is new in town and to the 

Gotham City Police Department (GCPD); as such he is an all-around ‘do-it-by-the-

book good guy’. He is everything audiences would expect from a blue-collar man 

fighting for justice in a lawless city. However, Gotham is more than lawless, it is chaotic 

and Gordon soon learns that trying to clean up the streets of Gotham will be harder than 

he thought: most of the police force are corrupt, gangs rule the streets and Gotham is a 

playground where people battle for power and status. The first episode (“Pilot”) offers 

audiences a sense of gritty realism that parallels a typical cop drama such as The Wire 

(2002-2008) or The Shield (2002-2008) automatically allowing audiences to align this 

new depiction of Gotham as less of a comic book inspired show and more like a cop 

drama that just happens to have added sci-fi/fantasy elements to it. Christopher David 

has suggested that, “much post-modern cinematic narrative had been preoccupied with 

apocalyptic, post-apocalyptic, and dystopian fantasies that closely reflect aspects of our 

lived reality” (56). Gotham manages to achieve this by establishing itself as a crime 

drama in the first few episodes, offering glimpses at the dystopian elements of the show 
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before exploring those aspects in detail. Episode 3 is the first-time audiences are fully 

introduced to the fantasy element of the show (“The Balloonman”) as a result, this 

episode sets up a parallel between what Christopher describes as our own lived reality 

and that of the dystopian reality the characters of Gotham find themselves in. This 

allows the show to tackle societal ideologies, exploring cultural fears and anxieties 

through its storylines.  

 

The City 

Gotham, a city that has been depicted in many comic books, films and video 

games over the years such as Christopher Nolan’s Batman Trilogy (2005-2012) and 

Batman: Arkham Knight (2015), gets its most in-depth depiction yet in Gotham. Over 

the course of the five seasons, the show manages to offer a sprawling cityscape that is 

rich in detail and made to closely resemble New York City. The show is filled with 

overhead cityscape shots that emphasize the many skyscrapers and built-up urban 

landscapes in order to establish its influences from cities audiences would be familiar 

with. It has influences from a typical dystopian setting with “night-for-night shots and 

other dimly lit scenes reveal[ing] neon splashed cityscapes, rain, and snowstorms and 

doomed, duplicitous, amoral characters” (Pollard 173). The city of Gotham is not unlike 

from the New York City of Moore’s Watchmen (1986-1987) which deals with 

storylines of corruption, greed and government control throughout its comic run (and 

in the 2009 film of the same name). The parallels between the storylines in Gotham and 

Watchmen are clearly evident, both offering a dystopian setting in which these 

narratives play out. The setting of the city is a crucial one in successfully depicting the 

dystopian world and both Gotham and Watchmen appear to be aligned in their depiction 

of a darker and gritty “superhero” world as a way to explore society’s fears and 

anxieties through the depiction of their respective cities.  

Throughout Gotham’s many depictions there seems to be an established 

tradition of presenting the city through gritty and dark visuals of an urban landscape 

that can be seen not just most recently in Nolan’s Gotham but also in Tim Burton’s 

Batman (1989) and even in Batman: The Animated Series (1995-1995). This widely 

accepted iconography for Gotham makes it an obvious choice for exploring the city as 

a dystopia, inspired by the gritty visuals of earlier Batman comics. Gotham employs 

the same techniques to present its own version of a dystopian Gotham, but over the 
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course of each season it explores this notion in greater depth, removing the character of 

Batman from the forefront of the story in order to fully immerse the audience in the city 

as dystopia.  

Gotham manages to subvert many expected notions of the superhero genre to 

set itself apart from other superhero shows and offer a dystopian setting for the show 

which only seems fitting to the city that is home to Batman’s many villains such as The 

Joker, The Penguin and The Riddler. When creating the show, “Heller’s whole idea” 

revolved around “the story of a city more than the superhero who guards it” 

(VanDerWerff n.pg). By removing the added element of an actual superhero, it allows 

the city to take centre stage in this unfolding narrative. This, in its turn, shifts the focus 

from The Dark Knight fighting injustice to the regular blue-collar cops of the GCPD 

fighting injustice, subverting the superhero genre by placing the everyday man at the 

forefront of this story. McDowell has suggested “popular culture has often reflected 

currents and shifts in the zeitgeist and its supporting mythologies, and in this science 

fiction/fantasy genres are often in the vanguard” (25). The focus on the GCPD stirs 

iconography from 9/11 and all the firefighters, rescue crews and officers on the 

frontlines of that catastrophe, adding another element of realism to this dystopia and 

tapping into cultural fears and anxieties surrounding a day that has been described as 

“the day when everything changed” (Pollard. 5). From the first episode, Gotham is clear 

in its intention to create its dystopia that is heavily influenced by parallels to 9/11 so 

that a connection can be made between the show and the horror witnessed by society 

during the tragedy of 9/11. This is a way to offer a narrative that will have a realistic 

resonance with its audience.  

 

The Protagonist 

Focusing on Jim Gordon as an introduction into the world of Gotham should 

put him in the position of the show’s hero and the writers seem to draw on western 

influences for Gordon as the cowboy figure character coming in to clean up a lawless 

town. This motif occurs in many superhero films such as Iron Man (2008) and Captain 

America: The First Avenger (2011). Nonetheless, Gotham manages to subvert this by 

exploring how the city manages to corrupt Gordon rather than the influence Gordon has 

on Gotham. Audiences watch Gordon’s development over the course of the show from 

a man who refused to kill Oswald Cobblepot/The Penguin (played by Robin Lord 
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Taylor) at the end of the first episode to a man who willingly shoots Theo Galavan 

(played by James Frain) and lets Penguin take the fall for his crime in order to stop 

Galavan’s corruption in the streets of Gotham (“Worse Than a Crime”).  This act of 

turning good guy Gordon into an anti-hero who is willing to kill the bad guy to clean 

up Gotham is a move that allows the show to subvert the conventions of the superhero 

genre which is a “realignment of the previously goofy superhero genre: it became 

darker, pessimistic and pseudo-realistic” (Riegler 106). While Gotham is not the only 

superhero show to subvert this expected notion of the “good-guy” in the superhero 

genre, it does not try to redeem Gordon either because Gordon is not at the core of the 

story, Gotham is. Gordon is simply another character who falls victim to Gotham’s 

harsh streets and corrupt moral centre in order to achieve his results, suggesting no one 

is spared from the harsh reality of this dystopian regime. Gordon’s journey to becoming 

an anti-hero on the streets of Gotham works to undermine the superhero element of the 

show. Whilst many of the characters around Gordon have superpowers, Gordon himself 

remains human and vulnerable. Despite his actions leading him to becoming an anti-

hero, it is his presence as an anti-hero that allows audiences to be reminded of the 

corruption Gotham can have on its citizens. Spivey and Knowlton have stated “we see 

our flawed selves in anti-heroes, and this allows us to understand their humanity, even 

when their deeds are questionable evil” (62). Gordon’s position as the everyday man is 

vital for audiences to identity with him as the entry point into this dystopian world and 

this parallel between Gordon and the audience allows for a convincing exploration of 

society’s reflected fears and anxieties.  

Gotham City being the main “character” allows the show to juggle many 

characters and storylines throughout its episodes with the setting of the city being the 

only constant. The show’s producer suggested, “we always knew this was the show in 

which Gotham the city was the star” (Cannon qtd in Patten  n.pg). This show, at its 

core, is the story about how a city created these characters and how that city would one 

day manage to create Batman to defend it. It is about the corruption of the citizens that 

live there, both good and bad, and the consequences a city that is fuelled by power and 

corruption has on people. A story that could easily be translated into our own narratives 

and lives where politics fuels heated debates and the course of our world changes based 

on who is wielding that power. The characters in Gotham are the consequences but the 

city itself is the cause. Gotham manages to reflect societal concerns about the corruption 
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of power and the people who wield it back to the audience, as all successful dystopias 

do. It asks a lot of questions about the ways power can corrupt a person, who should 

wield that power and what might they do with it. For example, Theo Galavan runs for 

mayor of Gotham City and wins through deceit and trickery by orchestrating an event 

in which the citizens of Gotham will see him as their saviour and worthy of holding 

office (“Strike Force”), which draws similarities to the real-world political issues of 

government corruption that society often concerns itself with.  

 

The Sets 

The most impactful way in which Gotham achieves its dystopian landscape is 

through the use of its sets, both in style and in tone, in order to portray a convincing 

urban cityscape that is reminiscent of a dystopian world. The distinctive style is 

immediately recognisable in its attempts to make the show appear ageless. The lack of 

technology shown throughout works as a way to convey a style that is both outdated 

and modern. Gordon uses a flip phone rather than the latest iPhone, the GCPD’s chunky 

radios seem to have the 80s aesthetic and all the television sets in Gotham are large 

boxed in sets with antenna to channel the 50s era of technology. VanDerWerff has 

suggested, “The city’s streets pulse with electric life, and the show seems to have one 

foot in the 40s and one foot in the 2010s” (n.pg). The lack of technology in order to 

portray a timelessness to the show helps support its dystopia, making it a believable 

setting for the past, present or future. The lack of any dates throughout the show prevent 

the audience from placing it to a specific time period in keeping with the dystopia theme 

of the setting.  

The show’s many sets, including the apartment interiors and the street exteriors, 

give the outdated nostalgia feel to them in order to maintain Gotham’s timeless 

aesthetic. The streets are bleak and dark, every scene in this show has been washed out 

to dull the colour palette as a way to convey the hopelessness of Gotham and to present 

it as an urban landscape. The GCPD precinct is one of the main sets used throughout 

the show and it gives off an industrial tone. There are lots of dark metal support beams 

throughout with large steel bolts holding them in place and a clock face built into the 

centre of the building. There is a distinctive Victorian influence to the sets too, 

channelling the gothic style that seems to be favoured in many dystopian films such as 

Blade Runner (1982). Milner has noted that “the importance of the city as a site of 
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utopia and dystopia imaginings, emphasising both the historical recency and the 

historical reality of the social experience of the megalopolis” (263). The set of the 

GCPD seems to take inspiration from the Victorian age and the days of the industrial 

revolution, once again a nod to the blue-collar working-class men that occupy it and a 

way to draw parallels from history which the audience can easily identify. This unites 

both Gotham and our own western cities under the same historical framework, merging 

both the dystopia and the present day. Police officers like Gordon and his partner, 

Harvey Bullock (played by Donal Logue), are the men working to build a better 

Gotham; these men are tackling corruption and crime in the city to clean up the town, 

much like the workers of the industrial revolution built cities and towns. In a sense, 

these men are the underdogs with the criminals ruling Gotham and exerting their power 

over the city via corruption and fear. 

 

The Villains 

It is the city’s villains that get the most colour via harsh backlighting of vibrant 

colours related to their characters. Ed Nygma/The Riddler (played by Cory Michael 

Smith), is a forensic technician turned riddle-loving killer. He has an apartment lit by 

neon green backlighting through the windows (his signature colour in the comics) that 

stands out amongst the darker shots of the rest of the scene. Oswald Cobblepot/The 

Penguin is often backlit with a soft purple glow (the colour associated with him 

throughout the show). This pop of colour sets them apart from the darker colour palette 

used for the GCPD and even Gordon himself. They do not fit the mould of the dystopian 

city of Gotham, the colour draws attention to these characters and makes them stand 

out which is exactly what the show does with their characters. The vibrant colour also 

draws attention to Gotham’s campier aesthetic which is often prominently featured 

through the villains of the show. This is another way through which the show highlights 

the individuality of these characters. The camp aesthetic juxtaposes with the darker, 

gritty tone of Gotham’s dystopia frequently over the seasons, suggesting a jarring battle 

between the two themes. This fluctuation between the dystopia (normally presented by 

Gordon and the GCPD) and the camp flare of individuality (as presented through the 

villains) helps to establish the wider narrative of the show, the battle between Gotham’s 

dystopian landscape and those individuals attempting to resist it.  
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The villains, particularly The Riddler and The Penguin, get the most character 

development (not even Gordon really changes that much from the first episode to the 

last, his motives to clean up the city do not waver) and the use of colour for these 

characters in a show that uses washed out shots for most of its scenes make them stand 

out. This works both as a signal to their individualism and as a signifier that they no 

longer fit the narrative of the underdogs being suppressed by Gotham’s dystopian 

regime. Oswald Cobblepot is an underdog when audiences first meet him, he is an 

umbrella boy in another gang’s organisation. A person everyone overlooks and 

underestimates; he is given the nickname “Penguin” as a way to ridicule him for his 

limp. Over the course of the first season Oswald rises to power through various means 

of deceit and trickery until he manages to kill Fish Mooney (Jada Pinkett Smith), his 

old boss and mentor, and take over her gang; therefore proclaiming himself to be “The 

King of Gotham” (“All Happy Families Are Alike”). Merrifield has noted that in 

dystopian narratives the main characters are often, “all types of psychologically 

damaged, torn and twisted individuals: déclassé civil servants, losers, alcoholics, 

gamblers and loners and petty criminals” (476). Cobblepot fits into this but so does 

Nygma. This move towards individualism through psychological damage and violence 

that Gotham depicts show the villains moving against Gotham’s dystopian regime and 

becoming aware of how the city works. It is only after they realise this that they move 

to take power for themselves, allowing a more colourful and campier aesthetic to be 

developed for their characters, which is ultimately a way to symbolise this shift.  

When audiences first meet Edward Nygma he is working for the GCPD; the 

first season goes to great lengths to show how everyone’s treatment of Nygma as a 

weird and awkward man who loves to give them riddles instead of the answer supports 

the theory of Nygma being another underdog. He is in the lowest level of the GCPD 

hierarchy and is often overlooked and ignored. He is not shown to have any confidence 

or much in the way of social skills and is often teased by both his colleagues and the 

woman he has a crush on, Kristen Kringle (Chelsea Spack). This changes when Nygma 

“snaps” killing an officer that threatened to hurt Kristen, causing the appearance of a 

new personality – The Riddler (“Under the Knife”). It is only after Nygma has also 

killed Kristen by accidently strangling her after she finds out he is a murderer that 

Nygma and The Riddler merge to become one person therefore breaking out of their 

status as the underdog to become one of Gotham’s most notorious villains (“By Fire”). 
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Christopher has suggested, “dystopian narratives are more introspective. ‘We’ are our 

own worst enemy” (60). It is through this reflection that the villains of Gotham unfold, 

they are their own worst enemy and because of that they become corrupted. The villains 

of Gotham not only demonstrate the corruption of the city but also the flaws in 

Gotham’s capitalist regime. It is only after they try to progress towards development 

and subsequently to take more power that they are allowed to show individualism, 

something which Gordon and the other cops do not have because they are still part of 

the GCPD unit and Gotham’s hierarchy. The villains, like The Penguin and The 

Riddler, are products of Gotham city. Their mistreatment by its citizens and their desire 

for power causes them to rise from their previously established places within the 

hierarchy of Gotham. In the dystopian world of Gotham’s corruption, murder is the 

price for individualism because it goes against the capitalist order that runs the city. 

Gotham’s storylines often deal with the notion of capitalism and hierarchy 

within the city, which is notorious in particular through the inclusion of Jerome (played 

by Cameron Monaghan). As a Joker-esque type of villain who tries to challenge the 

ideologies of the Gotham City residents, Jerome seeks to make them see they are 

trapped in a prison of their own making (“The Gentle Art of Making Enemies”). His 

character confronts the capitalist ideology that Gotham has in place. In one of his 

schemes, Jerome cuts off power in Gotham and orders the citizens to commit whatever 

violence they like whilst he kidnaps Bruce Wayne,  a symbol of Gotham’s elite. 

Jerome’s plan is to show Bruce the chaos that is happening as working-class people 

take to the streets to commit violence against the people who have wronged them. He 

is trying to highlight the flaws in Gotham’s society by allowing people to be free from 

the capitalist regime that benefits the elite (like Bruce) but does nothing to serve the 

underdogs like himself and many of Gotham’s other villains/citizens. This further 

supports the notion that the villains of Gotham are the only ones who understand the 

flaws of Gotham’s capitalist system, a system that Gordon and the GCPD are trying to 

protect. By making them the focus of this story rather than a superhero, the show allows 

its villains to be pushed into the role of the typical dystopian “saviour” character. 

Despite their methods, which are a product of Gotham’s corruption, these villains are 

trying to show the people of Gotham the flaws in their society. A society that favours 

the rich and shuns the individuals, such as The Riddler or The Penguin, because they 

dare to move away from their place within the hierarchy and rise up to power.  
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These ideas link back to conventions of the dystopia as Merrifield noted, “it was 

there that poverty, class injustice, dark satanic mills and rampant individualism 

prevailed” (263). Many of Gotham’s villains demonstrate this rampant individualism 

as the show goes to great lengths to depict the class injustice of the city. Jerome is not 

the only villain to tackle such matters. Another criminal bent on making people see the 

flaws in their society is Professor Pyg (played by Michael Cerveris), a man who dresses 

up in a pig mask and kills in order to highlight issues of class in the narrative. During 

an episode he kills homeless people and bakes them into pies, forcing the rich to eat 

them at a party to emphasis the mistreatment the poor have suffered at the hands of the 

rich (“Let Them Eat Pie”). Storylines like this one are used to emphasise the class 

injustice to both the characters in the show and the audience who is watching. They are 

meant to be uncomfortable episodes because they challenge society’s structure of class 

division and force audiences to think about their own society and its treatment of people 

with different economic status. The use of its storylines is another reason Gotham is a 

dystopian landscape, able to navigate difficult topics such as these in order to reflect 

those issues back to our own society. Gotham does it in an extreme way, it is dramatic 

and flamboyant, but ultimately it’s jarring and memorable. This show is not trying to 

be subtle in its approach of these topics, it’s trying to get people to take notice of them. 

The surrounding discussion the show makes of these issues is why it is such an effective 

dystopian world, one that audiences believe is so dire and sick that one day it will need 

someone like Batman to help it. The show manages to create enough flamboyant 

characters and quirky fantasy elements to allow the storylines to tackle such themes 

relating to societal concerns whilst keeping the audience at a safe distance from the 

depths of realistic issues, such as capitalism, that it is exploring.  

 

A New Dystopia 

A significant change in Gotham’s dystopian landscape occurs in season four’s 

finale (“No Man’s Land”) which sees Jeremiah (played by Cameron Monaghan), 

Jerome’s brother and another Joker-type figure, blow up the bridges that connect 

Gotham to the rest of the world, effectively making them an island with no way out. 

Gotham’s current dystopia morphs into a new dystopia over the course of season five. 

This change is interesting because it provides a greater parallel between the show and 

how it mirrors the anxieties of its audience that things can always get worse. Albaina 
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has stated, “the fact is that one cannot fail to see dystopia as an exacerbated projection 

of contemporary fears” (124). Gotham’s fifth season deals with this, suddenly the 

dystopia is presented as a close reflection of our own society that has suffered a huge 

catastrophe causing that dystopia to give way to a new even worse sort of existence for 

the people of Gotham. This narrative draws on societal trauma of events such as 9/11 

and the “War on Terror” by playing on the fears of the streets being unsafe and enemies 

being around every corner. Perhaps even today following the COVID-19 lockdown 

fears of a situation in which things can get much worse are completely justified. The 

“No Man’s Land” story arc details the survival of Gotham’s characters after the bridges 

have been blown and they have been cut off from the rest of society. The streets have 

been carved up into different territories for different criminals to run rampant, the 

GCPD has been turned into a safe haven to house any refugees still left in the city and 

they have no outside help or contact from anyone on the mainland. The narrative takes 

on a post-apocalyptic turn and this new dystopia allows the show to draw on more fears 

and anxieties from its audience and reflect those back to its viewers. Milner has 

suggested, “the architecture of the dystopian cityscape functions as a synecdoche for 

the wider catastrophe that has overcome their respective populations” (267). Gotham 

City becomes a metaphor for the rest of the world as the storyline progresses to explore 

how people survive in the new dystopian landscape they find themselves; a landscape 

that no longer works in anyone’s favour. They are all the same in this new dystopia 

once again showing the flaws in the previous capitalist regime and instead suggesting 

salvation lies in equality and everyone’s ability to work together towards the same goal.  

This is further evidenced in the storyline when Haven (the GCPD’s name for 

the buildings in which they house the city’s refugees) gets blown up (“Penguin, Our 

Hero”). The imagery is powerful and reminiscent of the 9/11 ground zero images that 

came to light after the event. The sky is orange and filled with smoke as the buildings 

blaze, stragglers and survivors on the ground try to flee whilst Gordon attempts to 

assemble a rescue operation to search the ruins for survivors. Everything about this 

scene from the police leading a rescue, the burning buildings and smoke-filled shots of 

people running is meant to stir emotion and fear in the audience. There is even a close 

up of a teddy bear still on fire in order to convey the sheer horror and emotion of the 

characters and the event tapping into shared post-9/11 cultural anxieties and fears. 

Pollard has noted, “September 11 evoked powerful feelings of horror and revulsion 
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worldwide” (155). It is this kind of parallel Gotham is drawing on in these scenes, the 

iconography of 9/11 clear in the shots that follow in the aftermath of Haven being 

destroyed (“Ruin”). This imagery links Gotham’s dystopia with a sense of realism in 

order to reflect on cultural trauma experienced during 9/11. Setting up Gotham as a 

dystopia is key to achieving this symbolism which is why the show establishes itself as 

a gritty, darker version of the superhero genre that subverts expected conventions by 

exploring a world where the superhero does not exist. A world much like our own, 

where there is no figure of impossible strength and power to stop these catastrophes 

from occurring.  

When Gordon finally contacts the outside world via a radio signal and the 

government officials are sent in to help Gotham, it is not as easy a solution as Gordon 

– and the audience – might have hoped. The government does not mean salvation for 

Gotham. Biskind has suggested, “the authorities are again the enemy, as toxic as its 

freakish supervillains: the Joker, the Penguin, the Riddler et al” (105). The government 

is shown to be corrupt, having been taken over by a new villain that wants to destroy 

Gotham, which gives the people of Gotham a mutual enemy. The plot develops to the 

ultimate stage of ordering Gotham to be destroyed by the army as it is deemed 

unsavable (“They Did What?”). The government acts as the top of the hierarchy this 

season, having the final say on Gotham’s fate despite Gordon’s best efforts to save his 

city. This once again highlights the flaws of a capitalist regime that might work for the 

people at the top but does nothing to benefit those lower down. Pollard has stated that 

dystopias often “depicted the US Government as corrupt, brutal, and ineffective 

especially the military and intelligence units. Their operatives often function as villains 

and their missions often turn out to be secretive, illegal and unconstitutional” (158). 

Gotham takes this literally in the creation of Bane (Gordon’s army friend turned into 

the infamous Gotham villain played by Shane West); he becomes the villain in order to 

emphasis the corruption of the government in Gotham. The army will not be there to 

help them. This reflects upon the societal idea of power and hierarchy by challenging 

the ideology regarding who controls power and what might happen if they were to abuse 

it. Whilst Gotham discusses this issue in an extreme way, its criticism of this capitalist 

ideal is justified and causes audiences to think about their own ideas and beliefs 

regarding these issues.  
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This display of villainy and corruption does prompt a call to action within the 

narrative; with everyone, police and villains alike, united against a common enemy, 

there seems to be some hope as they stand against a corrupt government to save 

Gotham. This scene is visually and narratively important as it book-ends the opening 

and closing of this story arc within season five’s storyline of Gotham. In the opening 

episode, audiences see a glimpse of this moment with the title card “DAY 391” (“Year 

Zero”), what follows is a montage that is reminiscent of a call to arms. The scene opens 

up with sirens and smoke over the dark cityscape of Gotham before moving to each 

character as they all come together to go to war. Audiences see the Riddler putting on 

his signature bowler hat and picking up a gun before moving to Penguin to see him also 

suiting up for the occasion. There is then a cut of Harvey Bullock drinking in an 

abandoned bar before audiences see Gordon strapping his badge and gun to his hip, the 

letters “GCPD” bold and striking on his bulletproof vest. The scene shifts to the 

moment these unlikely “heroes” assemble, a slow motion of them walking together as 

a group, they are strong and united as they mount the barricade – another nod to the 

themes of revolution and the underdogs pushing back against the hierarchy that 

confines them – as the scene reaches a crescendo. This shot visibly places these 

characters in the higher ground on top of the barricade looking down at government 

agents before Gordon gives the rallying cry that unites them all: “For Gotham!”. This 

scene is a glimpse of what is to come, a scene that audiences finally understand in the 

climax of this storyline as it plays out fully within the narrative of the story. Fingeroth 

has noted, “each generation will redefine the superhero according to its needs” (172). 

Gotham seems to support a move away from traditional superhero narratives 

that feature a lone figure of impossible power and strength, a moral compass for good 

that seems too perfect to be realistic. Instead, it favours something much closer to our 

real life. Gotham hints at a generation that does not necessarily seek a superhero figure 

in the traditional sense, like Superman or The Flash, but rather a figure that can be 

morally ambiguous and support the idea of a large-scale team up. Gotham is not the 

only superhero text to support an unlikely team up in recent years, audiences can find 

such teams in DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (2016- ) or even Avengers Assemble (2012). 

Through its narrative that spans over five seasons, Gotham manages to unite both cops 

and villains and even the young Bruce Wayne, if only for a moment, on the same side 

in order to defeat the government (depicted as the ultimate evil) and save Gotham. This 
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moment almost seems like a utopia within the dystopia, everyone working together as 

equals in order to save their city. Of course, like every utopia this moment does not last 

and as soon as Gotham is back to “normal” they all go back of their own agendas. Yet, 

this moment of triumph manages to restore the balance back within Gotham. This 

conveys the “we’re all in this together” message that parallels our own governments 

trying to unite people together in times of turmoil, reinforcing the idea that peace can 

be found through equality. This point is another similarity with society that offers a 

sense of realism and allows audiences to draw on their own worries within the show. 

Gotham takes this further though, not only offering a glimpse of hope for its 

characters but by effectively having this bring about the death of capitalism within the 

narrative. Bruce Wayne leaves Gotham, the last of the elite families that were said to 

run Gotham and his manor (a symbol of wealth and power) is destroyed to further 

emphasis this point. Gotham goes back to some kind of order, the GCPD rebuilds and 

law is back in place as an institution that protects and serves all members of society 

with Gordon becoming commissioner as a beacon of newly found hope and existence. 

He is a man that has been both a criminal (“Prisoners”) and a cop, a man who has helped 

bring order to the lawless city and has helped the likes of The Penguin with their own 

agendas. Gordon represents both sides of the hierarchy, a friend of Bruce Wayne and a 

working-class man himself and as such is portrayed as the best hope for Gotham and 

its citizens to create a lawful and just city. This promotion ends the show on a hopeful 

outlook rather than a bleak one, a new kind of order that does not serve a capitalist 

regime and a message for audiences that if there is still hope for Gotham, then there is 

hope for their own society as well.  

In conclusion, Gotham portrays the city as a dystopia through its subversion of 

the expected superhero genre conventions to add a sense of realism to the story for the 

dystopia to be relatable and believable. The series uses the settings, the characters and 

the storylines to explore the dystopian world of the city and establishes parallels 

between that and societies’ own ideologies, playing on their fears and anxieties to 

reflect on ideas about capitalism. The show develops its idea of a dystopia further by 

presenting audiences with a new dystopia through the fifth season of Gotham so as to 

convey fears and concerns about how things can escalate. This allows the show to tap 

into iconography from 9/11 to convey an added sense of realism to the world of their 

dystopia. However, the show ends its run on a positive note for the audience, destroying 
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the capitalist regime it had set up in the first few seasons and portraying scenes of 

equality and hope in the final showdown between the people of Gotham and the 

government in order to re-establish the balance of the city and suggest the importance 

of hope in unlikely heroes and sticking together during times of turmoil.  
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